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Abstract 

Over the past 20 years there has been a mass migration of Romanians to Spain. A 

relevant amount of them established in Catalonia (according to the Institut d’Estadística 

de Catalunya) settling with their families. The children of these families have developed 

a new code to communicate, which is at the threshold between the local languages, 

Spanish and Catalan. The present paper addresses the use of the language spoken 

between Romanian children born in Catalonia. The main issue of this work is to 

determine whether the language used among these people is a newly rising variety or a 

mere transitional phase to an eventual language attrition. What is interesting in this 

analysis is the fact that the same features of this variety have survived over the years, 

acquiring a grammar of its own, which its speakers seem to follow. 

Resum 

Durant els darrers vint anys, hi ha hagut una migració massiva de romanesos a Espanya. 

Una quantitat rellevant de famílies estan vivint a Catalunya (segons l’Institut 

d’Estadística de Catalunya). Els fills d'aquestes famílies han desenvolupat un nou codi 

per comunicar, que es troba al llindar entre les llengües locals, l'espanyol i el català. 

Aquest treball aborda l’ús de la llengua parlada entre els nens romanesos nascuts a 

Catalunya. El tema principal d’aquest treball és determinar si la llengua utilitzada entre 

aquestes persones és una nova varietat en augment o una fase de transició a un desgast 

eventual del llenguatge. El que és interessant en aquesta anàlisi és el fet que les 

mateixes característiques d'aquesta varietat han sobreviscut al llarg dels anys, adquirint 

una gramàtica pròpia, que els seus parlants semblen seguir. 

Abstract 

În ultimii 20 de ani a avut loc o migrație în masă a românilor în Spania. O mare parte s-

a stabilit în Catalonia împreună cu familiile lor (conform Institutului de Statistica din 

Catalunya). Copiii acestor familii au dezvoltat un nou cod de comunicare, care se află la 

limita dintre limbile locale, spaniolă și catalană. Acest articol analizeaza limba vorbită 

între copiii români născuți în Catalonia. Principala temă abordata in aceasta lucrare este 

de a determina dacă limba folosită în rândul acestor persoane este o noua limbă in 

devenire sau o simplă etapă de tranziție la o eventuală disparitie a limbii. Interesant este 

faptul că aceleași caracteristici ale acestei limbi au supraviețuit de-a lungul anilor, 

dobândind o gramatică proprie, pe care vorbitorii ei par să o urmeze. 
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I. Introduction 

The present article is a result of years of observation of linguistic features that 

accompanied my personal experience in Catalonia as a Romanian immigrant. It 

achieved more sense, however, with the birth of my daughter and her first linguistic 

immersion into three different languages at the same time. She was exposed to 

Romanian, Spanish and Catalan in almost even amounts as regards the time. Once she 

first started to speak, I could see that she was not aware of the language she spoke, in 

that she could not name it, but switched from one to another according to her 

interlocutors.  

In this sense, she spoke Catalan at school, Romanian at home and Spanish with people 

outside, in environments such as shops, parks or friends of our family which were not 

Romanian. The exposure to Catalan started at the age of four months and gradually I 

could reckon she could understand and express herself in this language without 

problems or intrusions from the other two languages. As for the Romanian, it was and 

still is the language spoken in the domestic context. Regarding her Spanish, I was able 

to see that she used it as a lingua Franca with other immigrant children whom she met in 

contexts different from the school-related ones. 

When she started to speak Romanian with other siblings or Romanian friends, I could 

see she used words from Catalan or Spanish with Romanian affixes. I insistently 

corrected her and focused on the correctness of her Romanian. What brought my 

attention, particularly was the fact that she was not the only one using this code; all her 

interlocutors applied the same rules and they could be understood perfectly among each 

other.  What is more, the code they used was not perceived by them as foreign and it 

seemed uniformed among all speakers. 

At this point I started to think more in-depth about this phenomenon, as a natural 

linguistic consequence of their synchronic exposure to multiple languages and tried to 

find a reasoning behind it. That is why, one of the objectives of this paper is to describe 

what linguistic processes are involved and their consequences at a social level, mainly. 

That is to say, whether the implications of this phenomenon are relevant to take into 

account or just stages through which multilingual children evolve to multilingual 

competent-speaking adults. In this sense, the main question is to analyse whether the 
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code used among the participants of this research is just a “badly spoken” Romanian, or 

a new variety developed as a result of multiple variables related to the linguistic and 

cultural context. 

The phenomenon of migration brings together distinct languages and cultures. With the 

globalization, the cultural diversity is gaining more ground in social, psychological and 

linguistic fields. That is why new concepts appear, are studied, refuted or confirmed. 

Language itself is a living organ in the body of the society, an organ that develops and 

adapts to the environment. this research is based mainly on sociolinguistic-related 

issues, with a central position of language varieties born historically as a result of 

“population movements and flows in a globalized world, (Simpson, 2013, p. 414). 

However, far fewer studies have investigated this variety. Although previous research 

has focused on the Romanian spoken among Romanian immigrants in Spain, little has 

been considered as regards their linguistic choice in different situations. 

In the following lines I will address the issue of using Rumañol as a variety among 

Romanian children living in Catalonia (Spain) with a focus on the theoretical linguistic 

framework, followed by a detailed explanation of the method used, the informants, and 

the results. In the discussion I will analyse and try to explain the phenomenon giving 

arguments from previous research. To conclude, I will focus on the flaws and 

drawbacks of the study as well as on possible further studies on this topic and its 

implications in a multicultural and multilingual context. 
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II. Literature review 

In the era of a globalized world, it is a given that large communities have undergone 

social, cultural and linguistic changes due to the process of migration. In this sense, as a 

consequence of the current globalization, each wave of immigrants is a distinct step in 

the development of the world’s economic and technological infrastructure, resulting in 

what nowadays is known as mobility (Blommaert, 2013a). The process of mobility is 

always associated to cultural, linguistic and economic changes. 

Moreover, the changes experienced by the ones who migrate affect the host community 

as well. In this sense, the phenomenon of migration is halfway through between two 

opposed ideologies: assimilation and multilingualism. According to Taylor (1991), the 

assimilation is one of the concepts which explain how cultural groups englobe the host’s 

culture, omitting their native traditions and language. By contrast, the concept of 

multiculturalism conveys the idea that immigrants should not renounce their cultural 

and linguistic heritage (Taylor, 1991). 

For the present paper, the main themes are linguistic landscapes, as a tool to define the 

situation of a language in relation to the community and its space. Code-switching and 

code-mixing are also detailed in the following part of the text, as natural consequences 

of multilingual speakers’ practices. It is important to define clearly these two concepts 

as regards the use of Rumañol. Stating from the beginning a clear definition of these 

features will allow later a more concise discussion on the code, which relates directly to 

language choice in the case of CS. The next theme analysed will be the code Rumañol 

itself, with emphasis on previous research and its categorisation as a language (or not), 

with special focus on the different approaches and further lines to follow in the future. 

As for interactional sociolinguistics and translanguaging and multilingualism, a certain 

space of this article is allocated in order to fully understand that the practice of any 

variety is a result of social interaction of multilingual speakers. 

In this particular case, the study of Romanian children born in Catalonia, as regards the 

language spoken, is relevant not only for the directly-related individuals (the Romanian 

immigrants) but for the Romanian authorities concerning education as well, as it will be 

proved in the present paper. On the one hand, raising awareness among Romanian 

newcomers (especially parents) is relevant when it comes to acting properly towards 

new linguistic varieties; on the other hand, the same awareness should be a source of 
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inspiration for the Romanian government and its prescriptive attitude towards de 

Romanian diaspora as regards language. 

 

1. Linguistic landscapes 

Although the term linguistic landscapes is defined by Blommaert (2013b) as captures of 

modern society’s written language, for this study its implications are relevant in the 

sense that they emphasize on the modern value of linguistic changes at oral level. It is 

therefore, applicable in the study of immigrants’ language as an illustrative example on 

how languages evolve in present times. Linguistic landscape studies (LLS) refer to the 

contemporary community that shares not only a variety but also a space. It is for this 

reason that LLS are relevant, since the group analysed for this article stands out not only 

for its common linguistic code but also the space which for the vast majority carries 

cultural, economic and social features as well.  

In this sense, LLS offer a descriptive approach of the linguistic spaces (physical or 

social) in terms of diagnostic (Blommaert, 2013b) in that it can provide relevant 

information about multilingual communities. What is more, LLS compel researchers to 

analyse rather than just describe communities as regards the speech in certain spaces. 

The space is, in this sense, conditioning certain patterns of social behaviour. That is to 

say, the situation, its space and participants are deeply connected.  

2. Code-switching and code-mixing 

In order to analyse the phenomena involved in the investigation of Romanian children’s 

language spoken in a multilingual context, it is of great importance to set from the 

beginning that various concepts need to be further discussed. First of all, previous work 

(Gardener-Chloros, 2016; Lim&Ansaldo, 2011) differentiates clearly code-switching 

(CS) from code-mixing (CM), as two distinct situations. Therefore, “CS refers to an 

alternation of languages within a conversation usually at semantically or sociolinguistic 

meaningful junctures, which is associated with particular pragmatic effects, discourse 

functions, or associations with group identity and occurs among immigrant 

communities, regional communities and native multilinguals alike” (Gardner-Chloros, 

2011, p. 20) 

 Additionally, CM is related to the use of morphemes. It is relevant to bear in mind that 

the grammatical functions which are performed in one language by morphemes can be 
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related to other languages spoken (Weinreich, 2010). Moreover, the interlanguages of 

L2 learners that share the same mother tongue tend to resemble, since they share the 

same cognitive-linguistic structure. In this sense, the resulting code may be interpreted 

as imperfect or ‘bad’ translation from L1 into L2 (Schulte, 2013). Having the 

similarities between the languages on one hand and the possibility to use morphemes 

from one language to another on the other hand creates the perfect conditions for a new 

variety to emerge by combining these two elements. 

What is more, in the literature the term “code-switching” defines the alternation of 

utterances or phrases in different languages to contrast with “code mixing” as a concept 

defining a mix of languages within the same phrase or utterance. There is also a third 

concept, which describes the combination of CM and CS through code systems where 

multiple languages are used, enhancing a more hybrid result (Lim & Ansaldo, 2016). 

In this sense, while CS can be easily distinguished by a speaker of at least one of the 

languages involved, CM can be recognised if only all languages involved are equally 

spoken. That is why I will further refer to the phenomena involved in the creation of 

Rumañol taking this distinction into account. In the case of CS, the examples are self-

explanatory, whereas in the case of CM I will use the term Rumañol, as a new code 

developed among the participants, mainly as a consequence of mixing within the same 

words morphemes from two languages, and which needs a more detailed explanation. 

In this direction, previous authors emphasize on the importance of analysing the 

repertoire of the immigrants from a sociological point of view, an inflexion point 

between their culture and language in contact with the host context. According to 

Blommaert (2013a, p.8), “the repertoires of new migrants often appear truncated, highly 

specific “bits” of language and literacy varieties combine in a repertoire that reflects the 

fragmented and highly diverse life-trajectories and environments of such people.”  

These trajectories are related to the minority groups recently emerged as a consequence 

of migration. What is more, these groups are in the lime-light of the origin-countries, 

which are concerned about the future of the mother-tongue in a foreign context, 

elaborating educational and language planning policies. 

In the case of Romanian immigrants in Spain, and more specifically in Catalonia, in 

2007 the Romanian Ministry of Education decided to implement a special programme, 

focusing on teaching Romanian language and culture in order to preserve the standard 
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and therefore, the “correct” Romanian. The project consisted of a two-hour session 

twice a week in Spanish public schools starting from the primary school until high 

school. The advantage of the project resided in the fact that the children undergoing this 

programme would receive a certificate according to which they have the minimum 

knowledge about language and culture in the case of returning to Romania, a 

compulsory document for Superior Education. The idea that the mother tongue is an 

important element of social identity comes into discussion supported also by the 

parents’ convictions and attitudes towards native language maintenance (Burck, 2007). 

3. Previous studies on Rumañol 

In this multicultural framework it is understandable that different cultures and languages 

interfere and might as well blend. As a result of these classes, however, the students, 

constantly corrected, experienced frustrations and most of them finally decided to stop 

speaking Romanian, since they could not speak it correctly. As in many other cases,  

minority languages and new varieties were considered inexpressive or lacking 

complexity if compared to the default language and needed to be corrected (MacSwan, 

2017). According to other authors (Aronin, & Singleton, 2012), switching and mixing 

languages is a sign of confusion between languages. And the way to avoid it is through 

formal education. 

 As a consequence of this this prescriptive attitude, by the year 2010, the number of 

teachers assigned to teach Romanian in Catalan schools decreased at almost half of the 

initial number (Romanul din Spania, 2010). It is important to underline that the idea of 

prescriptivism is widely spread, and in more than one case the language abilities of 

children can influence the way they are perceived within their communities or schools 

(MacSwan, 2017).  

The previously mentioned situation encouraged me to research more on this issue and to 

investigate to which extent the young speakers spoke Rumañol, in terms of frequency 

and specific situations. One of the questions was related to the quantity of Rumañol 

words in their speech and the second was to investigate if the use of Rumañol was an 

alternative code according to the situations or a mere reflection of a badly spoken 

language. At this stage of my investigation I was able to discover that this phenomenon 

was already studied and had its origins dating back in 2005 after an article from El 
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Mundo was published, in its Sunday supplement, explaining the social conditions of 

Romanian immigrants in Spain and the language they spoke, Rumañol (Petrescu, 2005).   

Some authors already considered the idea that Romance languages speakers are able to 

communicate through their native language, despite not knowing the language of their 

interlocutor. This concept of mutual intelligibility (Block, 2010) opens new paths in the 

study of languages in contact with common traits. Having mentioned that, the code 

spoken by the Romanian children of this case-study may be interpreted as a way of 

avoiding the “standard Romanian”, which they believe they cannot speak. The 

intelligibility in this particular case resides on their opinion of what is correct or 

incorrect. While Romanian seems a foreign language for them, Rumañol is their jack of 

all trades. 

However, the discussion on the topic lacks of massive investigation, since there are not 

many studies regarding the Romanian-Spanish language contact (Buzilă, n.d.) and even 

less that involve Catalan. Among the authors investigating the concept, Munteanu Colán 

(2011) refers to the speech of Romanian immigrants by calling it “a new linguistic 

means marked by Spanish interferences which represent, in the author’s opinion, “early 

signs, but very likely to continue to the extent that radical changes might take place in 

this variety, that can go as far as becoming another type of pidgin, the so-called 

Rumañol, as it is jocularly and fondly referred to, distinct from the variety spoken in 

Romania”(“Dialnet-EstudioComparativoDeLosVocabulariosRepresentativos-

41315.pdf,” n.d.).  

This particular opinion might be interpreted as premature or even bold, but it is a matter 

of time to examine the evolution of this code. Other scholars, such as Jieanu (2012), 

refers to Rumañol as a sociolect used among Romanian immigrants from Spain where 

linguistic interference plays an important role.  
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4. Language choice in code-switching  

Language choice could be analysed according to two different cases. One would be the 

situation of children who become bilingual or multilingual simultaneously and the other 

one would be the sequential bilinguals or multilinguals who acquire languages in 

distinct stages of their childhood. The former case is related to CS for a series of causes, 

which will be mentioned in the following lines, whereas the latter is closely related to 

the study of second language acquisition or L1 attrition, which is not so relevant for the 

present study. 

From early childhood bilingual or multilingual children acquire a special sensitivity as 

regards the language choice. That is to say, they are able to differentiate languages, 

choosing one or another according to the interlocutor and the linguistic landscape. 

Moreover, recent research has shown that this pragmatic distinction starts as early as the 

age of two (Paradis, 2007). 

Language choice depends on numerous factors. Firstly, the awareness of their 

interlocutor’s language is decisive. Secondly, it can function as a gap-filling in the case 

of CS within the same utterance. Thirdly, language choice could be adapted according 

to the linguistic patterns of the community as well as the sociolinguistic status. Having 

said that, their linguistic development towards proficiency in all languages might cause 

changes in the use of CS (Paradis, 2007).  

As for the study of CS as an alternation of languages, there are two directions. One is 

related to the grammatical form of the language, whereas the other one is focused on the 

social function it performs. In the case of the former, researchers indicate certain 

patterns despite the grammatical structures of the languages involved, while the latter is 

more of a conversational strategy which in most of the cases is identity-related 

(Gafaranga, 2007). 
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5. Multilingualism and identity in minority linguistic communities 

Speaking a minority language within a wider community has its advantages and 

drawbacks. On the one hand, the language of the larger community is related to more 

opportunities at an academic and professional level. On the other hand, the language of 

the minority is a bridge between the speaker and the country of origin, which enhances 

their diverse identity (Gardner-Chloros, 2007). 

In a society pressured by assimilation, it is more and more difficult for small linguistic 

communities of immigrants to preserve their culture and everything that bonds with 

their country’s heritage. What is more, the children of these minority communities 

suffer more pressure when it comes to learning and maintaining the standard variety, 

often from their parents and the authorities of their country of origin. As a consequence, 

children avoid speaking the language, exaggerating their incompetence or even 

ridiculizing it (Gardner-Chloros, 2007). 

According to Gardner-Chloros (2007), there is little or no doubt that this kind of 

behaviour could be corrected if there was a more liberal attitude towards CS. That is to 

say, an attitude that does not disapprove language alternation or impose by means of 

strict norms what is correct or not. 

 

6. Interactional sociolinguistics 

In order to fully understand the phenomenon of language variations, it is important to 

take into account the factors that may cause it. On the one hand, the individual 

differences such as age, gender, profession, class, and even religion can affect the way 

language is used, creating specific patterns (Merrison & AL,2014). It is important to 

bear this information in mind for the following information provided by this study as 

regards the participants. On the other hand, the factors related to the situations and 

reasons of language use are called situational factors ((Merrison & AL, 2014), and are 

important as well for the present study. 

In words of Nunan and Choi (2010, p. 2), “we all come across and struggle with issues 

of how language and culture affect or influence our identity”. That is why cultural 

differences across communities are important to take into account from the perspective 

of interactional sociolinguistics with a decisive role in the study of Rumañol. It is also 

relevant to mention that previous work (Block, 2010) on hybrid languages has 
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emphasized that the idea of interaction between similar languages where “a great deal of 

code mixing takes place and this creates the effect of a hybrid language (e.g. in the case 

of Spanish and Portuguese mixing, one might be said to be speaking Portuñol)” (Block, 

2010, p. 26). 

In addition, Block (2010, p.28) claims that “a final interesting aspect …is the way that it 

reminds us of the need for micro-level research on language practices occurring locally 

or “on the ground”. Such research is necessary as a counter to accepting certain views 

such as the idea that there is always a need for a single language of communication”. 

As for the interactional sociolinguistics, the most relevant framework of study is the 

conversation, the same used for this article, with a focus on linguistic phenomena and 

interaction. There are different ways to analyse speech, such as interviews, public 

lectures, context-based discourse, which can be tape-recorded and analysed for further 

linguistic analysis. (Tannen, 1992). 

7. Translanguaging 

As for the terminology used, a new concept seems to adapt more to the study of 

Rumañol. According to MacSwan (2017), translanguaging can be applied as a 

descriptive element to communities of bilingual speakers which “have a single linguistic 

repertoire but a richly diverse mental grammar”(MacSwan, 2017, p.170). What is more, 

in the framework of this concept, there is a positive perspective of bilingualism (or 

multilingualism), because the speakers are allowed to speak naturally, the way they do it 

at home or in other communities (MacSwan, 2017). 

Translanguaging is a relevant approach for the present article, especially for the fact it 

considers multilingual speakers as owners of a linguistic repertoire, within which 

languages do not act as autonomous systems but as a whole (García & Wei, 2014). That 

is to say, the Romanian participants in this study, as speakers of Catalan and Spanish as 

well, may express themselves in a non-static variety, emerged from their interaction. By 

doing so, languages can be studied as fluid, mobile resources in any social, cultural or 

historical context (García & Wei, 2014). 

Through the concept of translanguaging, the speakers of one variety or code, make 

linguistic choices according to the context.  
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The process by which speakers (bilinguals or multilinguals) engage in order to perform 

the appropriate features according to social context is related to the concept of 

interpellation, the idea that different contexts influence individuals and their identities, 

shaping new ideologies (Althusser, 2006). Far from being a Philosophical study, this 

article relies on the concept in the sense it can be applied in linguistics as regards the 

choices speakers make when it comes to speaking one variety or another. It is also 

important to bear in mind that multilingual speakers possess a complex system of 

languages that are interrelated (García & Wei, 2014), a system in constant change as 

regards sociolinguistic situations.  
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III. Method 

1. Context and participants 

In order to analyse their Romanian oral speech, six participants were recorded. Four of 

them were born in Catalonia and two of them in Romania. As regards the age and 

gender, three males were born in Catalonia, aged 9, and one male aged 15, was born in 

Romania and raised in Catalonia from the age of 2. One female participant was born in 

Catalonia, aged 6 and one female was born in Romania and raised in Catalonia from the 

age of 11, currently aged 24. As it can be seen in the Table 1 below, the context of each 

of them is relatively similar in linguistic terms; born in Romanian families, with 

Romanian-speaking parents, the participants attended schools from Catalonia at 

different stages of their linguistic development. Other aspects related to their parents’ 

geographical origins within the Romanian territory and level of education will not be 

taken into account.  

 

Table 1 Context and participants 

Participant Age Gender Language 

settings 

Years of staying in 

Catalonia 

Languages 

spoken 

1 9 Male Romanian 9 Romanian, 

Spanish, Catalan 

2 9 Male Romanian 9 Romanian, 

Spanish, Catalan 

3 9 Male Romanian 9 Romanian, 

Spanish, Catalan 

4 15 Male Romanian 13 Romanian, 

Spanish, Catalan 

5 6 Female Romanian 6 Romanian, 

Spanish, Catalan 

6 24 Female Romanian 13 Romanian, 

Spanish, Catalan, 

English 
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2. Instruments and measures 

For each and every participant the same procedure was followed. They were recorded 

during three minutes by the same person while talking about daily routines at school or 

work. The only previous request they were asked was to try to explain facts from school 

or work. The questions were in Romanian, without acknowledging verbally this 

situation.  Once the recordings started, the discussions evolved freely, with the least 

intervention of the interviewer. In the case of the participants under 14, they had no 

knowledge about the fact they were being recorded, this detail was agreed with their 

parents’ permission. In the case of the other two participants, they were informed about 

the recordings and agreed.  

After interpreting the first results, a second recording was carried out for only one of the 

participants, participant 6. The scope of the second recording was to evaluate any slight 

change in the language and the informant was not warned about being recorded once 

again. The two recordings of participant 6 were carried within the same conversation 

with a time lapse of less than 30 seconds. After the second recording she allowed me to 

use the second recording for the study as well.  

 All recordings lasted 3 minutes. In order to analyse the speech of the participants in 

depth, the recordings were carried out with a mobile phone and transcribed for the 

corpus analysed in the present paper. For the analysis of the corpus, approximately two 

minutes of conversation were used. 

  

3. Results 

After transcribing the recordings, a range of linguistic issues emerged. As it can be seen 

in the Table 2 below, the results can be interpreted from two different points of view: 

one as regards the words that indicate a code-switching phenomenon and another one as 

regards the addition of Romanian affixes to Spanish or Catalan words, referred to as 

Rumañol. In relation to code-switching, Spanish or Catalan words are introduced in 

Romanian sentences, whereas in connection to the second phenomenon, affixes from 

Romanian speech are added to Spanish or Catalan words. For instance, the word libruri 

(books) is formed from the Spanish word libro with the Romanian suffix for neutral 

plural –uri. Also the articulation of the Spanish or Catalan noun pregunta with specific 

Romanian articles for feminine plural –ele as in preguntele A similar case is the word 
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contestãm, formed by adding a Romanian suffix -ãm for first person, plural of the verb 

to the Spanish or Catalan verb contestar. At a phonological level, the word joc is the 

same both in Catalan and Romanian, but in this case it is pronounced with an 

exaggerated emphasis on the sound [ᴈ] which does not exist in Romanian. 

For one of the participants two recordings were done in order to make a comparison. In 

the first recording (of whom she was aware) the participant used correct Romanian, 

whereas in the second one she used elements similar to the ones previously enumerated 

from Rumañol, introducing words such as projectele, from the Catalan word projecte 

and Romanian suffix for feminine plural nouns, -le. Moreover, the participant 

associated Romanian suffixes for present indicative verbs, first person, singular, -ez to 

the Spanish verb acostumbrar, as in acostumbrez. While in the first recording, the 

language spoken was a standard Romanian, in the second one, the participant, without 

knowing she was recorded, opted for a different variety, Rumañol. 

 

Table 2 Results 

Code-switching  Rumañol 

audiciones libruri 

volteretas preguntele 

atletismo contestãm 

primero de todo colchonetã  

paginas comidã 

castellano inglezã 

señoreta gioc (joc-Catalan 

pronunciation) 

tarta de queso Vestuariu 

pera Se cheama 

defensa Proiecturi 

la cole Obrele 

un edificio acabez 

mult alto projectele 

en grupo acostumbrez 

Un rollo  

Se me da bien  
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As for the table below (3), the results are, in terms of percentages, homogenous, with 

values between 5 and 7 percent. Age, gender or country of birth do not seem to have an 

impact on the results. Two of the participants registered a percentage of 5%, (participant 

1 and 3), which are the same age and sex, both born in Catalonia. With an average of 

6% of frequency, participant 5, male, was born in Romania and grew up in Catalonia 

from the age of 2. Participants 2, 4 and 6 registered a higher frequency of using words 

from Rumañol, with a 7%. While participant 2 is a male, born in Catalonia, participants 

4 and 6 are females, and what is more, the former was born in Catalonia, while the latter 

was born in Romania. Therefore, it cannot be claimed that gender, age or even country 

of birth can have any influence on the use of Rumañol. Except for the first recording of 

participant 6, all conversations were performed in Rumañol. 

 

Tabla 3 Percentages 

Participants Rumañol words  Percentage 

1 8/140 5% 

2 10/140 7% 

3 7/130 5% 

4 11/150 7% 

5 9/150 6% 

6 (1st recording) 0/150 0 

6 (2nd recording) 7/100 7% 
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IV. Discussion  

 

As it can be seen in the transcriptions and Table 2 above, the speech of the participants 

cannot be classified into one group of phenomena. There are calques from Catalan or 

Spanish such as “señoreta, tarta de queso, pera”, etc, but also constructions such as 

“mult alto”, where the adjective “alto” (tall) is preceded by a Romanian adverb: “mult”, 

meaning very. 

At first glance, some of the examples from the above illustrations can be interpreted as 

borrowings (defensa, mult alto). Gumperz (1982, p. 6) defines borrowing as “the 

introduction of single words or short frozen idiomatic phrases from one variety to 

another”. However, the combination of verbs or stems (from Spanish or Catalan) with 

affixes from Romanian can be interpreted as a matter of choice (obrele, acostumbrez). 

Taking into account the two versions of speech of the same participant, namely 

participant 6, (born in Romania, female, 24 years old), it is more likely that she had 

made a conscious choice. In this sense, while in the first recording she uses the 

Romanian word raspund (answer), when she switches to Rumañol, she uses the word 

contesteze (Spanish verb contestar with Romanian suffix –eze) 

In the case of all the minor participants, the discussions were more natural, while in the 

case of the 24-year old female, the speech seemed more rehearsed and less natural for a 

conversation. After realizing of this fact, I engaged her in another discussion, without 

telling her she was still being recorded. This time, she switched to Rumañol, using the 

typical structures of adding Romanian affixes to Spanish stem words. 

In this case, the fact of switching from one variety to another may be considered as a 

way of accommodating to my speech. In the first recording, my Romanian was correct 

and formal, while in the second recording, I acted as in any informal conversation.  

According to Spolsky and Hult (2010), the fact that a speaker accommodates his/her 

speech is a sign of communicative competence in the sense that the speaker is able to 

change from one code to another according to the situation. Moreover, “the basic form 

of accommodation are convergence and divergence, depending on the relative status of 

the speakers and the intended social relations” (Spolsky & Hult, 2010, p. 71.). 
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The point of mentioning these concepts already studied before is to prove that in the 

case of Rumañol, a series of linguistic features and concepts can be applied as in any 

other recognised variety. In line with Myers-Scotton (1993), the attitude of the speakers 

is related to the context, the more formal, the more they tend to a standard code and the 

other way around, the informal context allows them to communicate in a vernacular 

variety. 

Far from considering Rumañol a badly-spoken Romanian, I would argue that it behaves 

as a new code, where Myers-Scotton’s concept of markedness can be applied. In other 

words, “in any given social circumstance, a particular variety is the expected or 

“unmarked”, the unremarkable one. Switching to the local vernacular to talk about 

home/family is unmarked, whereas switching to the local in public speech is a marked 

choice (Gardener-Chloros, 2010, p. 69) therefore, the bilingual speakers choose 

voluntarily one variety or another, they make linguistic choices according to social 

constraints (Gardener-Chloros, 2010). 

To support the idea that participant 6 chose voluntarily the two codes depending on the 

situation I will refer to the idea of social identity. Once she finished the 1st recording, 

participant 6 decided to switch to Rumañol. That is to say, the 1st recording’s speech 

was intended to prove she was a competent Romanian speaker, whereas in the 2nd 

recording, of which she did not know, she switched to Rumañol as a sign of being part 

of a community. The same idea can be supported by Christison (2010, p.75) with the 

following text: 

 “there are different ways in which identity can be framed, such as social identity, 

sociocultural identity, voice, cultural identity, ethnic identity. To the list of identities, I 

add language identity and suggest by way of the critical incidents that language identity 

is complex and multidimensional ant that most of us negotiate multiple language 

identities throughout our lives”  , also called repertoire of social identities (Saville-

Troike, 2003). 

In addition, language choice and its use reflect the social identity of the speaker. What is 

more, language and speaking practice enhance the bonding of the speaker with a 

specific social community. It is through the shared linguistic norms that the speaker 

claims membership of a group; language is also the canal through which knowledge and 

experience are acquired, reinforcing the affiliation to any social group (Gumperz, 1997). 
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As for the transfer or CS that is also illustrated in the examples above, it is possibly due 

to the similarity between the languages. In words of Odlin (1996), similar linguistic 

structures tend to be predisposed to transfer in cases of multilingualism.  

When it comes to analysing the speech of Romanian immigrants in Spain, Schulte 

(2013) argues that among simultaneous bilinguals CS or CM are frequent. The reason 

that lies behind these phenomena is not the linguistic incompetence in one of the 

languages involved, but rather a pragmatic or sociolinguistic one, with the intention to 

claim membership in a common social group, such as the Romanian diaspora in Spain 

(Schulte, 2013). 

Myers-Scotton (1993) even establishes that frequency can serve as a reliable criterion to 

support whether an element from one language is used in another one as a result of a 

spontaneous linguistic choice or an already set feature. Additionally, Myers-Scotton 

(1993) sets the threshold between ad-hoc bad translation and an established feature of a 

contact variety to a minimum of 5%, which is an encouraging value if contrasted with 

the results of this study. 

To sum up, the results of these study can illustrate, at a small scale, the social and 

linguistic features that accompany the participants when it comes to speaking Rumañol. 

The choice, made voluntarily by the speakers, can prove that Rumañol is the 

consequence of a multilingual community whose linguistic repertoire acts as a system 

where all the languages are interrelated. According to their necessities, the speakers 

choose one variety or another, conscious of their linguistic choice.  
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V. Conclusion  

To conclude, the findings of the present study open a new line of investigations. On the 

one hand, previous research on Rumañol are confirmed, in respect with the use of this 

new variety at a larger scale; on the other hand, more data was collected, adding more 

relevant information to the corpus of Rumañol words. By accepting the hypothesis of 

Rumañol as a new variety developed among Romanian children living in Spain, a wide 

range of studies need to be further carried out. According to Schulte (2013), the 

frequency of new linguistic features as a result of the languages in contact is of great 

importance when it comes to determining whether these features are stable elements of 

the contact variety or just transitional stages towards spontaneous translation.  

The question of this study was to determine whether the language spoken among the 

participants was a result of the confusion experienced by multilingual speakers during 

the first stage of multiple language acquisition or a new variety emerged as a 

consequence of language contact. After data was collected from a corpus of 

conversations with 6 participants, the results have shown that it is possible to assist to 

the birth of a new variety. 

What is more, age, gender and even country of birth are not relevant variables. 

Additionally, one participant, proving her proficiency and fluency in Romanian, chose 

to adapt to different situations, changing from one language (Romanian) to a new 

variety (Rumañol) depending on her personal interests. That is to say, she chose to 

speak Romanian for the recording because she was aware of this situation and knew 

before-hand that the topic of the study was speaking Romanian. What she did not know 

was the fact she had been recorded for the second time, when no expectations or 

constraints were involved, therefore, she decided to switch to Rumañol. 

Although there is a great quantity of previous studies on multilingualism, code-

switching and code-mixing, as well as translanguaging, and multilingualism, little is 

still studied about the languages emerged as contact varieties, and even less about 

Spanish-Catalan-Romanian common ground. For further research it would be of great 

relevance to consider a larger group of participants, maybe representing different social 

and educational communities among Romanian diaspora from Spain. 
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As it can be seen from the present study, the attitude towards Rumañol and its speakers 

needs to be considered more in-depth, especially for its implications at national scale as 

regards the Romanian authorities. That is to say, encouraging Romanian children to use 

their languages naturally and not from the point of view of correctness and 

incorrectness, may enhance a more opened attitude towards Romanian classes in Spain. 

The study is also important as regards its implications that can be applied and contrasted 

with other communities involving more than two languages, especially those of massive 

immigrant concentrations.  
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VII. Transcriptions 

1. Participant 1, male, nine years old, born in Catalonia. 

CR: Ce faci tu la scoala de obicei? 

Participant 1 : ee...hmm..mai studiam, mai, mai ne jucam. 

CR : Ce studiati ? 

P1 : catalana, matematica si castellana. 

CR: si cum faci orele, cum faci o clasa? 

P1: e ca niste, trebuie sa facem niste activitati pe libruri si mai trebui sa facem si pe 

foaie. Si facem si audiciones. 

CR : ce e aia ? 

P1 : ee.. ne pune pe calculator ceva, una audición si noi trebuie sa ascultam. 

CR:s iapoi? 

P1: si noi trebuie sa punem acolo preguntele ce ne da profesorul si noi trebuie sa le 

contestam. Si dup-aia ne da nota.  

CR: si ce-ti place cel mai mult? 

P1 : educatie fizica. 

CR : Ce faceti acolo ? 

P1 :ee, vorbim in engleza si facem activitati.  

CR : ce fel de activitati ? 

P1 : adica volteretas, mai facem ca un concurs de atletismo, ee, sarim pe o colchoneta si 

gata. 

CR: si acolo va pune note? 

P1: un. A da da, e fácil.si..a.. si la muzica cantam cu ukelelele. Ne invata nótele, adica 

nótele de muzica pe una pizarra ee mai facem asa ca niste…pe calculator facem ceva la 

muzica si..mm cam asa. 

CR: Matemica nu-ti place? 
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P1: da. Acolo acum am invatat fractiunile si divisiones.  

CR: ce-s alea? 

P1: e, fractuinilee..nu, divisionele e, un stiu cum sa zic 

CR: cu cuvintele tale, cum poti tu. 

P1 : divisionele trebui sa imparti, adica daca ai doua mere i dai la carmen una si la mine 

una. Si fractiunele, alea nu stiu cum sa le zic. 

CR : si care-i favorita ta, dintre materii ? 

P1 : de materii, ingleza. Aa, la ingleza, invatam d-astea din prehistoric times,din ã comid

si acum invatam din planete..  
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2. Participant 2, male, nine years old, born in Catalonia 

CR: tu joci fotbal, ce poti sa-mi spui despre echipa? 

P2 :culoarea e albastru si blanc, blanco. 

CR: si mai ce? 

P2: se cheama Javi si Ferran 

CR : care-ti place cel mai mult ? 

P2 : e...portarul, defensa si antero.... 

CR: si cum ii cheama? 

P2: Alex, si defensa, Pere. 

CR: ce mai poti sa-mi spui despre echipa sau despre altceva ? 

P2 : are vesturariu mic 

CR : ce mai poti sa-mi spui despre tine ? ce-ti place sa mananci ? 

P2 : pizza si hamburguesa. 

Cr : si de baut ce iti place ? 

P2 : apa si Aquarius 

CR : si prajituri ? 

P2: tarta de queso 

CR: si fructe? 

P2: da, banana si pera 

CR:mai spune-mi despre tine, ce-ti place sa faci, care este anotimpul tau preferat… 

P2 : dessembre 

CR :De ce ? 

P2: ca e Mos Craciun 

CR: ce primesti de Craciun? 

P2: adidasi si imbracaturi 
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CR: si ce mai este in decembrie? 

P2:…mm 

CR: cand este ziua ta? 

P2: cinspe octubre 

CR: cati ani implinesti anul asta? 

P2: zece 
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3. Participant 3, male, nine years old, born in Catalonia 

CR: ce poti sa-mi spui despre tine ? 

P3 :ca mie imi place fotbal, ca la cole se cheama Practiques 2... 

CR : cati ani ai ? 

P3 : noua ani, si... 

CR : care-i culoarea ta preferata, mancarea ta preferata... 

P3:albastru 

CR: si ce-ti place sa mananci cel mai mult? 

P3 : orez, cu carne de pui, copanelul 

CR : si mai ce ? 

P3 :mmm 

CR : tu joci fotbal. Explica-mi despre echipa ta de fotbal, cum se numeste... 

P3:o cheama….sunte doispe… 

CR: Ce culori are? 

P3: albastru si blanco 

CR : Care-i materia ta preferata ? 

P3 : medi. Ca facem niste proiecturi de grupos de cinco. 

CR: ce proiect faceti? 

P3: e ca un edificio care poate sa fie mult alto 
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4. Participant 4, female, six years old, born in Catalonia. 

CR: azi nu ai fost la scoala. Ce aveai luni ? 

P2: Primero de todo, sa fac in capul al meu, a ver, lectura sa citesc, facem in casa tot? 

CR : Nu, tu explica-mi ce aveai. 

P2 : vale, aveam lectura ca sa citim un cuento, unas dos paginas, tres. Medi cred io, nu 

stiu, cred…inglezã, pati, matematicã, tarde cu tati…dup-aia iar la scoala, castellano si 

muzica.  

CR: si ce faceti la castellano? 

P1 : pues facem, mm facem el libro de castellano si , si trebuie sa facem ce zice 

señoreta. Ea zice si dup-aia patru pagine sau trei câte zice señoreta si dup-aia le facem si 

dup-aia cine termina se duce la señoreta si poate sa se joace sau sa citeasca un, un 

cuento. Si la muzica practicãm la marcha de Radetzky. Si, dar, si o practicãm si trebuie 

sa auzim, adica am terminat muzica de Radetzky si trebuie sa facem muzica suave sau 

muzica foarte tare. Si dup-aia, canta, ne jucam la un gioc care e o femeie canta 

suavecito si dup-aia trebuie sa arâtã cu degetul unde este femeia si dup-aia arâtã asa, si 

dup-aia o tine acolo pana se face la om ca-i foarte tare si dup-aia face asa pana zice 

señoreta. 

CR: matematica nu aveai azi? Ce faci la matemática? 

P2: un libro de matemática sau el quinzet. Si matemática e de exemplu matemática la 

monedas. Si am invatat las monedas.  
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5. Participant 5, male, 15 years old, born in Romania 

CR: poti sa imi povestesti ce faci la scoala? 

P5 : ee, pai ce sa zic, mult de invatat. E un rollo... 

CR : ce materii ai ? 

P5: pai la ingleza e cam duro ca avem proyectos si le facem en grupo. Si colegii mei 

sunt mai…de fieste…ya sabes. 

CR: aha, liceul ti se pare mai difícil. De ce crezi¿ 

P5: pai stii, hasta ahora era mai usor, profesorii erau mai …pasaban de todo. Acum 

esperan que lo sepas todo, si noi nu am facut astea…stii? 

CR: ce program ai, ca faci si fotbal, te descurci? 

P5: si por mi fuera, as face numai futbol…se me da bien… 

CR: si mai departe ce planuri ai? 

P5: pai la carrera, INEFS, dar imi trebuie note mari...yo que se... 

CR: acasa cum este, te ajuta parintii? 

P5: pai mami lucreaza toata ziua, no para si tati…tati depende unde are obrele.  
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6. Participant 6, female, 24 years old, born in Romania (1st recording) 

CR: ce poti sa imi spui despre tine? 

P6 :pai, ma numesc (), an 24 de ani, lucrez la o firma de panificatie, am studiat 

dreptul..ce sa mai zic. 

CR : ce faci tu in general, ce faci la lucru... 

P6 : pai imi place sa merg la cumparaturi, sa ma ingrijesc, imi place sa mananc la 

restaurante... 

CR : ce faci la munca de obicei ? 

P6 : de obicei prezint si analizez tot felul de documente. Raspund la telefon si cam atat... 

CR : in timpul liber ce faci ? 

P6 : ma duc la sala pentru ca imi place sa arat bine si sa imi pot cumpara hainele care 

imi plac. 

CR : cu familia cum iti merge ? 

P6: pai cateodata sunt obosita si abia ii vad, mai ales pe fratii mei. Pe mami si tati ii pot 

vedea mai des fiindca vorbim la telefon in fiecare zi. 

7. Participant 6, female, 24 years old, born in Romania (2nd recording) 

CR: multumesc pentru interviu. Cum ti s-a parut? 

P6: a fost un poco cam greu, ca trebuia sa ma concentrez ca sa contestez correct. 

CR : cum iti merge la munca, nu vrei sa lucrezi in domeniul tau ? 

P6 : ba da, dar ultimamente am fost foarte ocupata sa acabez toate projectele, nu am 

avut timp sa mai ies por ahi, astept sa contesteze de la o oficina sa incep sa fac practicas. 

Daca imi raspunde, o sa incep la ei, chiar daca nu iau paga. 

CR: presupun ca asa este la inceput… 

P6: da, dupa ce ma acostumbrez o sa imi dea trabajo. 


